Coombe Bissett CE VA Primary School
‘Within a caring Christian community we enable every child to flourish and inspire a love of learning in all members of our community’

Elm Class Autumn 2018
English
We will write and discuss the Summer
holidays and the circus, with a focus on
sentence structure and the use of
description. We will write about special
talents with a Superhero theme and
write our own acrostic poems.

PSHE
This term we will be thinking
about a fresh start with a new
class, nurturing a sense of
belonging, recognising diversity
and establishing class
expectations and rewards.

Maths
In Maths we will be developing our
counting skills in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s. We
will be reading and writing 2-digit
numbers and focusing on adding and
subtracting. We will also be looking at
the properties of 2D and 3D shapes
and a range of measurements.

Now and then
Science
We will spend some time
exploring the seasons and noticing
changes as we move through
Autumn. We will also think about
the different things we can do as
we grow from babies to adults
and how to stay healthy.

PE
In gymnastics we will be exploring
flight, through bouncing, jumping and
landing. We will focus on ball skills
during outdoor games, developing coordination and control.

Humanities

The Arts
(Art, DT, music, drama)
This term creative
activities will include
making an acrobat
suspended from a trapeze,
creating a moving body
using split pins and
designing a flip book.

Elm Class will think about changes
within living memory and beyond living
memory and learn about World War I
and the importance of Remembrance.
We will learn about Old Sarum and
study the characteristics of castles.

R.E.
How should we show we care for others?
Why do we celebrate special times?
I.C.T.
We will think about keeping ourselves
safe online and explore a website.

